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All experience has shown that mankind is more disposed to suffer – while evils are
sufferable – than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are
accustomed.
- United States Declaration of Independence
May the campfire flickering on the periphery guide our destiny.

Artistic disclaimer: The repetition of some allusions and/or images in these pieces is
intentional as some ideas are worth mentioning more than once.

Preface
2020 provided an opportunity to re-examine, re-think and re-write my thoughts
on two of my favorite topics. The opportunity that presented itself, particularly with the
looting and rioting in some large cities, was the repeated misrepresentation and
misunderstanding of the form of governance known as Anarchy.
During this year, it was reported to the general populations of the world that a new
disease had been unleashed by fate or folly on the human race. It was also reported that
mass surveillance systems have been implemented by some Nations. Anecdotal evidence
showed that the poor and lower middle classes - internationally - made up most of the
unemployed due to State-mandated stay-at-home orders. Finally, it was reported that
George Floyd died of a drug (fentanyl) overdose which resulted in the defunding of Police
in some large cities.
Many of the events of 2020, globally, have influenced and continue to influence
my ideas concerning how we should live together. That is, my other favorite topic,
Governance. I was repeatedly assured by the actions of citizens, as well as the reactions
of business women and men, administrators and officials, that it was the system under
which they all agreed to live which was the cause of most human suffering.
These pieces are also inspired by written reports by a small group of friends who
live outside of the U.S.A. We consider ourselves to be anarchists of one ilk or another.
We believe anarchy to be the peaceful coexistence of small, autonomous groups of
undefined size who each agree to allow other groups to live as they wish to live, without
bringing harm to others, etc. More specifically, what we like and dislike about the way
many people in every nation live today, and the way we (would like to) live, follows.
John Luke Leander Wall
November, 2020
On or near January 10, 2021, one of the abovementioned was removed from
social media in the US. His website was removed from the world wide web.
“Without sacrifice and damnation, mild or harsh, depending on the circumstances, no
one is or can be even tolerably independent and creative in a human world where nothing is so
odious as authentic independence and creativity.”
- The Loss of Illusions
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Children’s Games
Long ago when I played my children’s games,
I’d steal away to where nothing ever changed
Drawn away, I’d think of my secret place
And out the backdoor to where nature had a face.
As the world closed behind me, toward the spring I was pulled,
My lungs singing from the air that I breathed,
Past the garden and into the woods
Bordering Miller’s Creek.
Another world animated with wind and water,
Sunlight pure playing through green, quaking leaves
And on the laughing creek.
Harmony this chorus makes with the world,
Happy like a child experiencing every
Moment for the first time,
Each time, with a comfort and attitude
Of belonging,
Of being home, naturally.
From the country or from
The city, you can’t take it with you,
But you can go back and begin anew.
Find humanity under the production
Of industry, buried until your next vacation
At a remnant of the earth not yet destroyed
To support an unsustainable lifestyle.
Our freedoms are many
Quickly becoming fewer
By our own choices,
Choosing more and more of what we
Want and less and less of what we
Need taking us further and further from
The Garden
Which we don’t need to get back to:
It needs to be rebuilt,
Constantly,
For Entropy.
There is no greater destructive force than
Neglect.
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The Embryonic Bridge.
When did she lose the embryonic bridge
Allowing her to travers with ease
From spiritual realms to material world
And back again, or in between?
As a civilized child grows from birth,
Detached, she becomes, from the soil and the Earth.
Nature and Supernature fade gradually into obscurity
As the trestle dissipates with the toil called maturity.
With the hindsight of twenty-twenty,
Will this be the wake-up that follows the shake-up?
In a sea of freedoms newly washed ashore,
Our State-issued noose – stay-at-home shackles - are seen
To be tentacles, Imperial Octopus arms,
Slithering away following the collapse
Amid the post-authoritarian chaos.
They label us ‘society’ whilst we find ourselves as people
Where capitalism sweeps through cultures like a hurricane
Leaving a rising tide of tribes:
A semi-primitivism with no safe harbor in the civilized sea.
A New Order rebuilt on the periphery
Resembling not what it left behind, but the ancient What came before technocracy.
Encouraging pottery, smithery,
Making our own clothes,
Producing ourselves.
Ceasing to depend on others,
Seeking to unbridle human nature
- Irrelevant in urban, artificial lives –
Realizing, with hands immersed in dirt,
The extent of your self-worth.
Ceasing to project woes,
Becoming instead shining encouragement to
The best people to help
Replenish genuine, organic communities.
Seekers leading sheep to become wolves,
Nurturing solidarity among the discerning troves,
Happy, balanced lives, believing, after all,
In true fulfillment of natural human potential.
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The Springtide of Our Lives.
Protection and care, the adult role!
The essence of love, but it takes a tole
When surrendered to remote governments
By willing shopaholic electorates,
They become sewn sock monkeys
As rational judgment is impaled
On an artificial flow of feelings.
Hedonistic simulations of emotional kinship In concert with a mob of strangers,
Drug-induced and accentuated by music,
Flashing lights and being the party,
- or Soberly sharing the same Newspeak
Over cocktails and canapés Require the suspension of logical faculties.
Smoke from book burnings was
Carried on the revisionist winds
That toppled statuesque art, and
Violence in the streets are demonstrations
Of dependence and attachment to the System,
As their ends remain political aspirations:
Not to dismantle, but to empower them,
While real Outsiders hunger
And hunt for safe spaces to gather
Thoughts, and furnish those we love with
Protection and care.
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A

narchy originates from the Greek term an archos, meaning 'no rule' or
'without rule', which is not to say Anarchists believe in disorder. It is
precisely the natural order that Anarchist imply, because in this case the
term 'rule' is associated with the manner in which life itself, one’s family and tribe, is
organized. Most earthly beings in Nature organize in accordance with a specific form of
behavior or conduct where hierarchy, if it exists at all, is non-coercive.
So, to suggest that a community should have 'no rule', therefore, does not mean
that it should descend into utter chaos. Rule in an anarchist community relates to an
appreciation of the natural order and refuses to acknowledge the constitutional, manmade laws or customs laid down by empires, nations, states and other forms of
governmental or administrative control.
This is not to say that Anarchist communities are incapable of adhering to a set of
beliefs, values or principles. On the contrary, it simply means that natural order takes
precedence at all times. Anarchist recognize that natural order is the most organic form
of social organization on the planet, this green and blue ball of life named after plants, not
us. To live under a form of contrived governance is to live other than the way Nature
herself intended.
Not as wild animals or in blind ignorance, because man finds himself in possession
of a superior intelligence as far as satisfying our most basic needs, instincts and desires
are concerned. Laws and Systems seek to enslave us, but within a more natural and
conducive setting we can fulfil our true destinies and rediscover our too-long neglected
bond with the environment. ₁
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St. Crispin’s Reprise.
We few, we intentional few,
Sacrificing a lesser aim for a greater.
No single idea proposed on a grand scale,
No desire to appeal to the
mass.
Modern,
Not contingent upon regeneration
Of the existing broken structure
By political organs,
Nor any body corporate,
But in the acts and influence of strong women
And men.
Beauty unparalleled is unity-in-diversity,
Lacking hierarchy and without coercion,
The intentional multiverse chosen
By those with their backs turned
On the regulators, the legislatures, the enforcers…
The few.

Power.
Real power
Emanates from the roots.
A truck farmer achieves a liberty
The corporate boss can but gawk upon,
For he relies upon others for his sustenance,
While she makes her own cents.
In the plight to end inequality,
Our economic autonomy,
Demonized by glorified PC parasites,
Heckled by unionized thugs,
Replaces the severed umbilicus,
Becoming the oases in the New World.
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Sisyphus is mythological, and mankind

Need not labor beneath the State
Ordained presumption that his fate
Is necessary or irreversible, a contract signed
With no alternatives…
(Insert picture of the American Laborer depicted as Sisyphus carrying Corporate America
on his back as he struggles to take another step up a hill, and at his feet are demons labeled
politicians, China, open boarders, Media-Industrial Complex, Political Correctness,
Corporate Greed – all offering helpful advice while with axes in hand gleefully chop away
at the legs and feet of the oppressed man.)

I

nstead of laboring beneath a system in which 'rule' is forcibly imposed,
National-Anarchists believe in natural authority arising from community
consensus. Hierarchy is a basic fact of nature, but something which is quite
different to the artificial class system that can be found throughout contemporary
societies. Leadership, for example, should be encouraged, but it also comes with
responsibility. Too often leadership makes decision for people, not with people, while the
Maternal is neglected if understood at all.
Within an Anarchist or tribal context, the Chief or natural leader is only as strong
as the community. “The strength of the pack is the wolf and the strength of the wolf is the
pack', wrote Kipling. Unlike the huge gulf between those who govern and those who are
governed today, Anarchists believe the two are inseparable and necessarily
complimentary. 1
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Must the Show Go On?
Elections,
The Left-Right charade parading in the center,
Provide a time for stepping-back
and evaluating, and preparing…
During the final throes of capitalist civilization
The most radical focus on finding
Each other, rejecting election jargon,
Establishing counter-economies and a garden,
Defending ourselves, and teaching our own children.
Not seeking to destroy, but to survive the destruction.
Revolutionary structures only need implementation
And to not depend on the System:
Corrupt governance and centralized energy grids,
Plastic-wrapped foods weekly delivered,
Nor the Police, nor State-run education.
(What education is needed to see?
The larger communities become, the bigger the City
Needing more Police with more Power to splay
Your head on the sidewalks of life,
accidentally,
seen by
Administrators, bureaucrats, and voters
Digitally.
“It’s collateral damage.” One goosestep at a time, Comrade!)
Choosing sides
In left-right street fights is
Reactive.
Multiple autonomous entities
Immersed in a creative political vision is
Action.
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"The revolution is not about putting a different kind of person in
power; it is about awakening a different kind of power in people. The kind
of satisfaction that comes from hating another human being is nothing
compared to the satisfaction that comes from transforming hatred into
respect and consideration of the humanity of the other."
- Stephanie Van Hook, Metta Center for Nonviolence
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The U. S. S. Misanthropy.
The Enemy of the People is not a man.
The enemy is civilization,
As all hands may be on deck, but
The Invisible Hand still steers the rudder
And flowers of evil,
Pretty poisonous bouquets,
Sprout from evil roots.
The measure of humanity from its birth
Was harmony with the Earth,
For a million years with a million other species,
Then industrialization became his Prophet,
Neglecting the wisdom of the aged for profit,
Producing unsustainable plastics, even products made of feces.
Humanity, maker of all un-natural industry,
Man, part of our cure.
Human’s provide a flow of thoughts, and
The recognition of facts:
Authentic human nature is the necessary
Safeguard against the pitfalls of misanthropy.
“They make a desert, and call it peace,”
Said of the Jew, the Roman, and Americans.
A monopoly on suffering is owned by no race,
Nor the million years of blood-stained human hands.
Bitter greens denounce mankind in its entirety,
Consuming salads dressed with elitist divisiveness
Perpetuating the ancient dualistic fallacy
Of media reinforced Us and Them-ness.
Self-aggrandizing exceptionalism shared by
Fallen hippies who traded heroes for ghosts,
Fashionably black-clad Antifa (who are not Anarchists!),
And the politico-corporate globalists each claim to despise.
Pessimism pervades blaming as a compass course
And precludes Optimism and the mirth,
For human ideas are the inexhaustible resource
Amidst all the pleasant distractions of Mother Earth.



Not evil itself, but the method of making it can be.
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After Marx and Engels published their Communist Manifesto in London in 1848,
the workers and peasants of Europe believed they had at last found an answer to the greed
and ruthlessness of Capitalism. But Marx was actually advocating a crude form of
Totalitarianism which he called 'the dictatorship of the proletariat'. This idea was
something that led to the creation of a new Ruling Class and, thus, the perpetuation of
mass wage-slavery.
Communists were not the only 'opponents' of capitalism in the nineteenth century.
Pierre-Joseph Proudhon had launched an attack on both capitalism and communism
firmly believing that the latter undermined human individuality. Consequently, several
Russian Anarchists, among them Mikhail Bakunin and Peter Kropotkin, also tried to
expose the futility of Marxism. They, instead, wrote of a future decentralized world of
collectives in which people could have more autonomy and express their own identity.
During the twentieth century, however, the ranks of Anarchism were infiltrated by
communists. What began as a noble ideal characterized by a belief in freedom and
identity degenerated into Left-wing bureaucracy and the no longer subtle political
correctness that we are so familiar with today (i.e., Cancel Culture).
There is no question that the Left has dragged the proud banners of Anarchy
through the mud and that Anarchism's image has been severely tainted as a result. This
is precisely why the world is now ready for a brand new ideal: National-Anarchism. But
what distinguishes National-Anarchism from the wider Anarchist phenomenon and what
does it have to offer? 1
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Baking Krumpets (Bakunin-Kropotkin)
The cautious cook knows
The essence of baking truly scrumptious crumpets
Lies in the batter.
The correct culinary consistency produces
Tiny, little bubbles, which
Upon bursting leave
Tiny, little holes that we may fill with
Yummy bits of melted butter and fruity jams…
Or to fill them with whatever you please!
Lacking proper maintenance of the batter,
One may be left with but a crumbly biscuit –
Not altogether a bad thing,
But it’s not a crumpet…
What we have here is a failure to crumpet,
As the holes in our governance are filled with
Dense layers of rule from above;
Usury, homogenizer of cultures,
Have been blended in; add the
Heaping spoonful of ruling class,
Like fish in the ocean,
the larger consuming the smaller,
The whales of our governments now feast upon
The krill of our freedoms.
The flavor in favor is Revolution
from below;
Constructive and productive with your mates,
self-managed, as each participates
in self-determination knowing work is love
- the social in true socialism governed neither by hawk nor by dove.
Life by autonomy in
Self-reliant communities.
Tribes, if the outside world has courage
Whilst slurping their State flavored porridge.
Collectives working for a binding purpose,
Beneath one tent, without the Stately circus.
Individual freedom harmonized with
Communal obligations
Is belonging,
Because,
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You have more in common
Via cooperation, and participation, and
Having a defining, deserved role,
Not living a half-life at a time:
In the System, then
‘Outside’ of it within your insulated social circle,
But never really outside…
Pull the plug on the drug:
Democracy is mob rule by a bully,
Like gang rape oppressing one,
If your Party wins, it’s so much fun!
Never moral, but turning a blind eye
As justice and equality remain the hollow cry.
But a Party’s economic coordination
Is the crux between The State and the production
Of one party’s will…
The truly civilized do not ride the see-saw
Of arbitrary, contrived systems and laws,
Or force others with differing views to conform
As if whims of the majority were the norm.
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December, Every Other Year.
“Every nation gets the government it deserves.”
- Joseph de Maistre
Tax Payer apathy and fundamental laziness,
Cowardness and indifference,
Allow elected representatives
To dismiss voter’s wishes
As law abiding Citizens are content to cover
Eyes and place power and authority in the
Hands of another.
Relinquished responsibility inevitably strengthens
The State as the
Unworthy exclude themselves from
Participating in the production
Of revolutionary alternative institutions
Existing outside the System.
The world is yet full of free choices.

Bricks.
Glass fitters glazing because they’ve been throwing bricks,
Smashing each other’s windows
Providing perpetual business.
The economics of Cities with its tricks
Paves the way for the supplier of the bricks
Producing addictive chaos.
The quiet man builds
Alternative, unique structures outside the Cities
Run by Lennon’s Little Piggy’s,
Owning Left and Right by making the bricks,
Supplying the mortar binding
Fascists and anti-fascists
In the same Great Wall.
Earth revolutionaries replace bricks with barter,
Local exchange and black markets for mortar,
Seeking not confrontation,
But, with backs turned,
Hasten the kiln’s destruction.
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Lifeboat.
“One must not drown the rats by sinking the ship.”
- Yuronyur Owne
Since common sense isn’t,
And Progressives aren’t, but share
With flag-waving Patridiots a white-knuckled faith
In the recurring farce of party politics,
The schizophrenic lapdog of Democracy,
The faithful supplicant of the parasitic Ruling Class…
For those combatting the oppressive Structure
- Fictitious mandate of mob rule culture Hidden puppet-masters are exposed, and
The System is seen to be vulnerable.
A Parliament is something
to withdraw from.
Industrialization is something to sell out
Leaving the rats to drown on the high seas
Of financial ruin
As we chart our own courses and
Pre-position ourselves
In the lifeboats.
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Pandemic! The Early Days…
Hail the heroes!
Wave the flag, and rally the troops!
Declare a ‘State of Emergency’
Blamed on a Chinese “Oops!”
The Nation must pull together!
‘Bee’ good citizens during Master’s high tea,
Whilst Consumerism chauffeurs global exploiters
Fueling greed in pretend communities.
We can but watch (and write!)
As you consume the mandates and myth,
As if you expect others to file
In a queue, unified into the scythe.
The parade is led by Sanctimony,
Celebrity holding banners before
Politicians and Artists of represented identities,
Married all to the family Mediocre,
So as to not-offend Don’t kill the buzz when getting high
On propaganda. Trembling behind masks,
Pessimistic pablum lapped from Talking Heads tweeting
What is falling is the sky.
Harken! What wondrous changes are to be
With this evolution of ‘society’,
That increasingly vague entity
In which our Masters contain you and me?
The distraction, continuous dance of blame
Is the drumbeat of their profitable pleasures.
Now, a tune of common trauma is the game
As they implement totalitarian measures.
Citizenship bought in the New Society
With currency in a Social Credit System:
Couple mass surveillance with facial-rec technology,
And data collection is State wisdom.
Behavioral transgressions alleged and recorded
Like littering, loud music or a jaywalking stint
Lead to public shaming, banning from school or
Your job, or to silence political dissent.
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This strategy of unified technocracy
As China and the West progress
Through the aftermath of covid-19,
New Normal is the next global virus.
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The New Normal.
Chorus:

Language can be a funny logo.
Terms like ‘ego’, years ago,
‘Racism’ later on, then ‘hippie’,
Each originating authentically,
perverted eventually,
co-opted more readily, of late.
Transmuted, merchandised efficiently,
As an MBA should, and so
Normal changed, but undeniably
Reflecting the fashions of
The times and the fads and
Social squares one insulates oneself
With. . . or without. . .

The Aquarians:
The New Normal is not
normal.
So many vessels empty,
cracked and broken shards filled
once with succulence, spilled
away now, on this dry, salty
chapped normal.
It is new…
The mandates are new.
The regulations are new.
The public shamings are new.
Of each, gradually, more than before,
whilst we are free to do less.
There is nothing normal
about the New
normal.
Old One-eye:
The normalcy of allowing others
The proxy to educate your children,
No newer than
The strategy of division of
Allowing others to produce your food
Or control the means of production.
A return to the concrete jungle,
Traffic’s polluted tangle of no exits,
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The change in your pockets ground to grist
For the mill, sweat for the Man,
Dripping through fingers ‘til all you’re left
With is what remains for you after an election
Is normal?
Have you lately
Asked yourself what it is
To be human, Who-man!?
The distraction of the New Normal
- Life in a constant State of Emergency Is a membership to the in-group portal
That may just come with permanency.
Chorus:
Bobbie the Obedient excels at mimicry,
Parrots fallacious formulations from foal stews,
But behind mandated masks - while alone at home! Rants about an orange shrew
As cause for the spread of deaths
with the virus
- we are told (but not necessarily because of it - Shhh!)
The Aquarians:
The mask is worn
from a lifetime of attachment
to not-being the globalist ruling class,
but wanting to live in its limelight:
shopping at the click of a mouse,
toilets that flush it away,
running water (used to flush the feces!?), and
let there be light at the flick of my finger!
Old One-Eye:
Colored, twisted ribbons on the lapels
Of those who dictate working class
Lifestyle and employment
From seven-figure bunker-basements, have
Mutated into face coverings with ear loops
Which muffle thought, symbols of tribal adherence
to an Authority with a record of deceit, corruption,
incarceration, colonialism, imperialism, mass genocide…
Forsaking the Amalekites, Hiroshima, Dresden,
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Katyn Forest, Vietnam, Bengal, Armenia,
Peterloo, Tiananmen Square, Congo, Siberia,
The Paris Commune, and other slaughterhouses…
The Aquarians:
The mask is a fool’s trust,
a groupie’s suspension of belief,
unwittingly glorifying multinationalists,
too often personified by puppet politicians,
who would gladly blow the legs
off yet another Palestinian child,
or allow a ‘third-world’ mother to starve
after plunging her country into debt
with the concern of a hedge funder.
Chorus:
(Ascending arpeggio:) Bum-bum-bum-bum!
“Where have all the faces gone?
Long time masking…
Where have all the faces gone?
Long time ago…
Where have all the faces gone?
Your mind’s erased them, every one!
When will they ever learn?
Will they ev-er return?”
The Aquarians:
The mask covers faces
every beautiful day like the
caged White Bird that sang,
questioning the media for a lifetime,
but now swallowing every worm.
“Mask required to enter”,
for budding campus revolutionaries who mask-up
before getting their creative juices flowing,
carnally only, of course, as
objective thought and the open mind are
Masked
by fear.
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In brief, our vision is one of small village-communities in which people occupy
their own space to live in accordance with their own principles. These principles depend
on the nature of the people forming the community in the first place, because the last
thing we would wish is impose a rigid or dogmatic system of any kind.
In theory, therefore, National-Anarchists can be Christian or pagan, farmers or
telecommuters, heterosexual or gender fluid. The important thing for National-Anarchist
communities is to be self-sufficient. Yes, they should be able to feed and house
themselves, but also to govern themselves and be custodians of the environs in which they
live.
They should also be mutualist, rather than coercive. In other words, people should
be free to come and go at all times. If you are unhappy with the unifying principle of one
National-Anarchist community, then you should be free to relocate to another. On the
other hand, communities must be respectful of their neighbors and be prepared to defend
themselves from outsiders. 1
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Opinion and Perception (June 1-8, 2020)
Since Eve, the genesis of civilizations,
Divide and conquer takes reputations
As in nations, pointless party struggles obscure
Actual suffering in the human condition.
The father of perspective is a mother
Of a media. Today,
Independent sources being a hard find as
Predetermined point of view creeps through
Every major story like Bela Lugosi’s
Contorted, spidery hand reaching out
To open his coffin at the end of each day.
From seeds of victimhood
Sprout manufactured martyrs, haloed and winged,
If the flood of the story can be channeled
Betwixt the Banks funding the current paradigm
Flowing from keyboards
Of the artisans of public opinion,
The foot soldiers of conformity writhing to be in lock-step,
Where Nature is projected pixels,
Sound and vision programed by someone
Else, for your consumption, validation, and entertainment.
(Ever wonder if it’s you, or true?)
The radical street gathering’s spokesman
Megaphoning unity, action, and immediacy! All would dissipate if not for publicity.
While each marionette Captain of each
Good Ship Lollipop strokes their bell
Of unity and togetherness for the well
Being of the White crew
Privileged to sail on through
With eyes closed to true
Racism:
The unrealized ability
to know that in reality
The Captains see us all as
Black.
Black racial pride once rode a joyful Sea,
Sails billowed with the spirit of Marcus Garvey.
A hero to Blacks in the 60’s, 70’s and 80’s
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Through Rastafari, Reggae, and Bob Marley.
The Establishment would soon replace
The positive vibration of continental Afrocentric chic
With bling and a vacuous moral space:
The global anti-culture of self-destructive Rap music.
Degrading the Feminine is the rudder of that ship,
Women stranded from their Divine is now hip
Adorned with affectations from a culture they mock and satirize,
The Black Maternal lies buried beneath appropriated fashion lies.
The same Big Media concoction
Ginned up the mob by distillation of
a 4-year post-election prohibition
On any news excepting the position
of rage against (only ½ of) The Machine.
And while (only ½ of) Big Cities slowly burned,
At least Nero could fiddle. Then
Allowed to do as they locally yearned,
Proved power is something you can’t be given.
“We’re all in this together,” say
the elected Captains of State.
This truth we admit, just nay
‘fer the reasons They dictate.
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We are not!
Guilt by association is a coward’s premise
That is rejected by the procedural
Assumption that an individual
Can be prosecuted, verdict in a vice,
As fate can be determined
In tweets guiding public opinion.
Anti-Capitalist? Anti-fascist? Antifa!
Cloaked in dark garb at night,
Bathed in orange city light,
Clubbing – but not in the usual sense.
Or in green as
Capitalism destroys
Where it professes to enrichen,
Distinct histories of peoples brought to an end,
A once diverse world, now a homogenous cultural blend.
Nationalists - but not in the usual sense We are as lumps of coal to critics
Who stoke fires of misunderstanding.
We espouse an actualized Tribalism
Polarized from primitive populist patriotism
Which politically enables the tentacles of
The octopus to reach into and strangle
Yet another ripe Nation.
Keeping the circle small, seeking profit
In leaving no trace of yourself.
Not defined, nor limited as others see fit,
7 Generations is the measure of wealth.
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Finally, contrary to the increasingly desperate smears of our enemies on both the
Right and Left of the political spectrum, we are not using Anarchism as a convenient tactic
or to conceal a secret fascistic agenda of any kind - we are deadly serious. We’re betting
our lives on it.
In addition, as mutualists we abide by the 'live and let live' philosophy. People are
different and have different values. In modern, pluralistic societies, those values tend to
conflict and it is inevitable that some values will override or perhaps even eradicate
others. We think certain values are worth preserving for future generations and this is
why we wish to create a climate in which this is possible. National-Anarchism, therefore,
is Anarchism sui generis. An Anarchy of its own kind. 1
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Anarchy, firstly and last.
She was cloaked in shimmering,
Glowing dignity –
Down at her feet I looked. They
Were clean and cared for.
Her speech was sincerity about
Anecdotes with turns to principles
That tied everything about her
Together. An unexpected, attractive bundle.
How did such peace exist
In this world that I knew to persist
As the most uninhabitable environs on the planet,
A City? Peace is a magnet
That attracts like, while
Dislike is the repellent, naturally.
Uncounted centuries of human progression
Have resulted in tribalism
Being, not the only, but the best
Way out. Appropriate, naturally.
In D.C., the Capital of the Capitalists,
Rats run from park benches to dine
In trash cans lined
Between the hallowed halls of Regulators,
The administrative State governing paychecks of bureaucrats.
Nations limit taxes, and define
A boarder that beauty and weather,
Nature, cross without contention.
Arbitrary lines in the sand do not define
What we mean by National.
Our desires are sublime,
Not fad slogans, hyped heroes or hooded demons Home grown or flown in, by George!
Whilst diversity is barely skin deep
In some Algonquin circuses,
Ours is a celebrated multiverse of
Lifestyles and governances.
As place of birth, political banners,
Arbitrary sizes, sexes or colors
Of hair or skin contribute nothing
Toward an indication of valor
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Or inferiority.
A stool only needs
Three legs, and if more,
Then there is comfort over efficiency,
Authority over powers separated,
Justice for some, freedom for the well
To do.
Governance only needs
Three legs, and if more,
Then, inevitably, it serves fewer.
Our three legs rest upon a comfortable seat,
Small and hand-carved, for all to sit.
So with your community, and if
Not, then false comforts and pillowed Profit.
That daemon rests uneasily upon legs of
Capitalism, Statism, and the need for hierarchy Patriarchy, matriarchy, or alienarchy!
Human harmony flourishes on seats of autonomy.
Which is not to say technology
Cannot co-exist naturally.
Creating, with the same respect,
Understanding, and courage defining
What is a human being by acknowledging
That others choose to co-exist differently.
More than skin deep is our commitment to variety,
The glitter in the many faceted
Gem of the multiverse of life:
Styles, situations and unique solutions
Celebrated by what we call National-Anarchy.
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The Election

(September-October, 2020)

A Citizen’s ballot, the popular voice,
From a trough the Master’s provide a choice.
Into the booth where we can elect to be stupid,
Blind bearers of light believing they are lucid.
Voting is a crime, a dance of participation
Enslaving (the other) half of the population
With the will and whims of one’s Party’s notion
Of what’s best for all in a democratic Nation.
In mob rule we refuse to participate.
As governance by majority is only gang rape.
Preferring a power that is non-coercive,
They smear us with Antifa and other subversives,
Because we have a plan following The Fall,
Unity-in-diversity and tolerance for all!
Forsooth, what is the need for a fascist regime
When democratic Governments can post a meme
Giving advise they say is based in ‘science’
That results in virtually every citizen’s compliance?
They told Sleepy Joe to stay in his basement
Minimizing the chance of a foot-in-mouth gaff,
His words and political commitments
Provided exclusively by The Party and his staff.
While the Media indulged in Critical Theorems,
Portraying the Orange Man as Hitler-evil
Justified their acolytes to view an election:
For power, it’s OK to lie, cheat and steal.
As the Ferris wheel turns semi-annually,
New characters play roles predictably.
Blue fans repeating the lies of the System,
The Reds defending its hollowed tradition.
Protests, like fires in the forest,
Do not occur spontaneously,
Nor can the unrest endure
Without the oxygen of publicity.
“Well, they’re seething on the Left,
And cheerleading on the Right
And the Beast has only grown stronger overnight.
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So, raise your cell phone to the New Normalization,
Text #yoursupport for the New Revolution!
Don’t worry. Be happy at the change all around you,
Pick up your digital sitar and play,
Just like yesterday,
Then get on your knees and pray, because
You’ve been fooled again.
Meet the new boss…”
A choice is an acknowledgement with actual
Alternatives,
A vote is a brick hurled for change
That alights,
Guided throughout its programed trajectory
Perfectly into its place
In the stately wall of the System.
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The Two Sisters and The Three Wolves

The Earth is a womb of the Goddess,
Matter and energy flowing with interconnectedness.
Synthesized by gravity, photons and light,
Nature’s way of showing us all is right.
The Mother Goddess rules with a turn of her hand,
A breeze through the trees where sky meets land.
The natural Order, her first born daughter,
The binding of air, earth, fire and water.
Before Man slithered from the primal seas,
Naturally, the Governess, knew instinctively
Only one daughter could follow, a little sister be:
Absence, she is called, as all are equal in her coterie.
Raised and taught as a sibling by Naturally,
And so, with no one above, Man too could be free:
Absence and Order as pillars held fast
The beam of each unique tribe, kept small for to last.
Harmonious music the Sisters make entwined,
One in the symbol of their togetherness Pure tones infusing life-styles that bind
Each tribe to its own drummer,
Conducted by the Governess.
Her counsel was perpetually there to ensure
The Way of each tribe remained worthy to endure
Changes and tragedies, abundance and strife
From weather, prowling beasts or dissent in family life.
The rule which bound each village and vale,
Fiord, mountain hamlet, and tiny port town,
The measure of tribal life no member would assail
Were the methods each chose to define as their own
Way of life together.

*

*

*

*

*
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Like a pair of colliding neutron stars
Going supernova in a distant galaxy,
No one at first seemed to notice…
A flickering darkness
Initially indiscernible on the far horizon,
A black snake slowly descending snowy mountains,
Like links in a living chain, flowing, serpentine
- Something glowing this way comes Eyes red, white teeth to manage cuisine,
fur and flesh beasties come to feast.
A trio of wolves preying at humanity’s fountain,
Began to stalk, probing advantageous strategy
Of place and time and terrain.
The first Wolf to approach wore a theatrical crown
As playing his part he would from town to town.
Stately was his name, forever sniffing the air,
Looking down at others without a care.
To provide them with better furnishings anew
Like a bureau called ‘Cracy’ no one could cut through,
And services they would learn to never live without
Once a man’s word was exchanged for voters devout.
Wolf Stately had approached with an evil seed,
And the people’s freedoms began to recede
One by one after that fateful war
When a general took the crown of Emperor.
Humans became subjects as they ascended that hill
Shouldering their standard carried vertical still
Until planted up-right, the symbol of equality they love,
Now Saluting a power that hence forth flowed from above.
The seed in supplication like poison ivy grew.
Infected, each tribe intwined in its sinew.
Distracted by shackles worn for the Witan’s presence,
They neglected to notice they had abandoned Absence.
Wars became more brutal and death tolls rose,
Taxes, too, as family ties walked as shadows.
In each man hollow pride embraced this fate:
Ethnicities named their Nations! Thus birthed the State.
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The second Wolf, Lord, was soon to follow
More freedoms and the Land would he swallow
As the earth herself through Stately legislation
Became a new means for community separation.
Through Stately proclamation Lord did sully
Enclosed land everywhere as his private property
“It’s all mine,” says he, “And you’ll pay me properly!”
Owning mines down below, and above, soil for crops,
All beasts, birds in the air, and buildings for shops,
While Stately prints the means of trade called ‘money’.
The men who for families worked a homestead,
Their blood was only red,
Labored now for coin and a Privileged few,
Their veins seemed to flow blue,
And differently they acted, assuming a charade
Of elevated status: their money made
Their purpose, their rights enumerated
On a written contract socially constituted Also by Stately - as more like Lord they acted
Powdering noses and wigs as they enacted
laws to protect the rights of voters
who were to feel privileged,
though all wore jackboots for chokers.
The People of The Earth in each tribe remained.
Among brothers and sisters, they noticed a change
In the fads and fashions of Wolves a new class grew
Away from the unique culture they once all knew.
The third Wolf is named Cap,
Though to all he was known as The Profit,
As after you repaid him,
He had interest in what was left in your pockets.
The Privileged paraded him as one of their own
Setting a seat at the table at the right hand of the throne.
He spoke with a forked tongue of fire and light
Assuring equity for each voter’s right
To ascend to all the heights money can buy.
Earn more than your brother! You can even fly!
To the moon, technocracy’s rocketing departure
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From the earth, taming all we once had to capture
Learned skills enabling a lost life together,
Dependent now on a Wolf who calls you brother.
As the three Wolves globetrotted without recourse,
Homogenizing Nations, instigating proxy wars.
Practice global economics and preach universal love – that’s smarmy!
For in One World there is only One World Army.
In sequential brief moments of exaltation,
Like dominoes stacked in rows,
Even Island peoples’ lives in a single generation,
Tranquil tribal collectives became a plantation
For the general welfare and equal exploitation
Of the blood and resources, labor and death
Manufactured into a trinket consumed in the math
Of another day in the life of the world-wide market,
Another culture devoured. On the horizon, the next target…
Life for man today is so far removed
From the life that we once knew,
It’s not a walking shadow, no,
That is a black-clad youth a-go-go,
Striking out with all the pent-up emotion of a
Stone sliding, over millennia, down a hillside, crumbling
Slowly becoming soil for grass to grow in,
Where robins can find worms and tug them from
The earth, and then be so satisfied and free as to defecate
In flight.
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Note: The Loss of Illusions is a chronical of a revolutionary writer’s experiences before, during
and after the rise of Tito in Yugoslavia. His name was Milovan Djilas. One of the first to be dubbed
a communist dissident, he, like Yevgeny Zamyatin, was an articulate critic of the ideology, and
their lives demonstrated dedication to the ideals all people seek while taking on the overwhelming
force of the State few people encounter.

The Loss of Illusions: A Montenegrin memoir
1.
Faith in perfection is a delusion, a false ideal.
Any spider will tell you so
as a stiff wind begins,
Like thirsting for social equality,
equality under the Law in a classless society.
Djilas matriculated into academics on campus
where Professors blew the wind
radicalizing gifted writers’ amorphous souls,
inevitable momentum of curiosity,
imagination, youth and passion
channeled into tinted crystals grown from glittering seeds.
A neophyte volunteer in single Party elections,
tumbled into first prison term,
emerging from hard labor to form the
Innermost Circle of Leadership.
Revolution, with purpose, amid World War,
Djilas left his homeland unrepentant penitent,
returned as faultfinder.
2.
“From the very start I found myself
on the horns of a dilemma: Was I writer
or revolutionary?
To the second I surrendered to duty and to pride,
The special vanity of wanting
not
to lag behind one’s flock.
To this very day the horns remain:
Happier writing themes long dreamed than to be composing this,
to cut and run
from the critique of Ideology
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and practice…
that I myself set in motion
many years ago, when first I put aside beloved literary dreams
exposing myself and those nearest me to
unforeseen difficulties.
One of three Administrators in The Land,
Djilas became the first dissident of stature.
Djilas fell, but Djilas survived.
The word ‘dissident’, borrowed by the Serbians
From Russians
specifically
to be applied to what happened to
Djilas.
3.
"A hardened apparatchik learned not
to speak up for others.”
A Party’s essence is defined as Power:
First the seizure, then the preservation.
The essence of the individual comes to
grasp a given reality, then, reject it!
They are evil and wicked
because they gave birth to me.
Reality turned out quite the opposite
Of all I ever wanted or believed in.
Man, once born, becomes what he will become,
striving, making reality adapt to him
or himself to it.
I chose the Collective because
reality, not suiting my temper,
Is not a forced collective.
Predestined to be one by nature,
impatient of wrong,
mindful of the Poor,
undeterred by violence,
Believing in a natural equality of all persons . . .
Crave absolute freedom! and believe the path is attainable...
T’was not I who found the Collective,
The Collective found me A convenient medium, pliant clothe for its purposes.
The sturdy, martial Montenegrin legacy
and a personal inclination,
The Party spirit grew in each of us
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Hungering for fair dealing and social equality,
forged in the crucible of actual politics,
the hope of True Believers.
In battles for contrived power
Spirit is transformed.
The blade of Idealism too quickly cooled
will be brittle.
Thirsting for a better world, a righteous world,
seemed all martyrdom,
an idyllic movement, like a new religion,
made more attractive for being brutally persecuted.
We were the Collective,
judging from all we had heard about it…
We purged ourselves of the unworthy,
The unreliable, the wavering.
Party brochures intoxicated us,
their superficial, popularizing tone.
We thirsted for the narcotic of Truth
blocked by blows from the dictatorship.
In Aesopian language they propagated themes
As scientific outlooks on the world:
The modern scientific perspective.
Theory is a living, spiritual weapon,
not gilded or petrified dogma.
Organizations on campuses,
the strongest in our New Nation,
contributed leaders to the Revolution.
Shattered political life gave rise
to young forces prepared to suffer,
ready for relentless struggle.
4.
When the Gulag opened her arms,
there would ensue much weeping and wailing.
When the prison gates close, they close for good.
Endure in pride or lose your identity in shame.
Obsessed with masochistic heroism, I thought about
choosing to endure.
In a Party collective, free time was
studying Ideology and endless political debates.
Leadership arose not by nature or
due to intellectual emasculation:
Understood as revolutionary,
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Power-grasping, tyranny
was not perceived.
Prison
polishes
ideological
education. Group
study, sharing everything,
I became a case-hardened ideologue.
I made theory fit reality,
being an intellectual well-drilled.
We transformed and tailored
our New Party in our way.
Among the first true believers,
composing myself into missionary,
chiming with puritanical leanings,
I conducted my militancy.
The Old Line,
neutralized or destroyed by purges,
were replaced by the new
strengthened by struggle, steeled in doctrine.
Each revolution is special,
shunning preconceived schemes,
exhibiting singular features and unintended contingencies.
Ours was an inextricable tangle
of rebellion woven with a civil war,
a war seduced, conceived and birthed within a war.
“National Liberation Struggle”, NLS, I thought,
lacked clarity.
Out of that query I drew self-confidence
And learned a moral lesson
to be disciplined.
Subscribe in good faith to the majority,
but, deep inside, not yield
to pragmatic political generalizations.
Have a mind of one’s own
while doing what needs to be done.
War and revolution etch indelible imprints
gradually and indirectly, and, because indelible,
essentially imbued my formulations.
Confrontation, treachery and unexpected insinuation
twisted my ideology,
motivation grew pale.
Man is the creator of his own history,
As much as man is history’s victim.
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Alongside belligerence, an inexplicable,
boundless sadness seized hold of me.
I was alone after fearful events.
5.
No greater misery can befall a people than a civil war,
war in which no one side is ever guilty,
or, all sides alike are guilty,
and to emerge the victor means little or nothing…
Only misery being the winner,
a misery no people has ever avoided,
and it may not only be a specific,
unsolved and unsolvable political relationship,
But instead arises out of mankind’s
sleep-drugged, potential nature,
or is the outcome of those who extravagantly want
change - often vying with those who grip fast
A given reality,
and obstinately, stupidly,
with all their might and main
thwart change.
Commanders and commissars alike
mowed down.
Hopeless assaults hurled at bunkers and ramparts,
a hail of artillery and machine-gun fire.
Our Captain was killed, and
we withdrew
into a craggy, wooded ravine.
During the night
I awoke amid soft moonlight filtering through thick treetops
and sleeping soldiers
when,
unexpectedly,
between the tree trunks and branches
appeared the countenance of Christ
impelling me fitfully to reflect:
What force drives men
to exterminate each other?
Not possibly ideology alone.
The simplistic, cretinous savage is
inadequate to explain sheer destructiveness.
What was it that drove Professors and industrialists alike
in The City and in our Country,
and descendants of Cossack Jews
to flounder about in the wilds of other people’s nations
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for the purpose of taking lives chattel, herdsmen, their families, and students;
progress aimed at dispatching the wounded and the unlucky?
If slaughter in Montenegro
could not be explained by ideology to hurl down our own people unto death,
to drag our own men and women
into our lethal whirlwind?
Even if our own people were dying
for their mother’s breast?
It was not just ideology: Ideology, politics . . .
Nations sensed it lurking within, in peoples of ethnic groups . . .
It is a basic quality,
its essence initially articulated by art,
in the ecstasies of the believer,
the insights of the philosopher, the language of poets…
6.
The war ended, and I left for The City
To meet the incarnation of an idea
– The Great Leader.
I approached him in an ecstasy of idolatry.
He captivated:
Absent trite phrases, clichés of my comrades.
His true colors, demagogue and trickster,
were crisp and weighty, confidence-inspiring;
bewitching he was –
both conversational partner and himself –
cut to the heart like lightening leaving nothing to resolve.
He was decisive:
raw, naked realism,
he represented the problems and the answers
vital for his Country, his political power,
and his people – as he understood them
and wanted them to appear.
His political world, the world in general,
was one of enemies, real or potential.
You are your own master,
trust not a soul.
Rely on no one.
Everyone but yourself is a crook
or a knave.
Take no premature action,
and delay not.
Be master of time and man.
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Something was lulling me back…
We needed to turn… inward.
We lacked the obstacle of the backwardness of The City.
Our Party was different,
but we dared not lean on The West,
the malady that broke the back of our struggle for Liberation.
My next visit was as unrepentant penitent,
my third as faultfinder:
Disappointed with the “First Land of The Party”,
but insufficiently critical toward the Ideology,
its embodiment in The Great Leader…
Institutional oppression,
Lacking discrimination apart from its ruling class,
I still cherished the delusion:
The City had “not yet put everything well into practice”,
The Great Leader “was ill informed”…
To have the courage
to embark on a path of final criticism,
one has to live long enough
to grasp one’s own political reality, and
I, being one of its creators,
know it is a lie, a delusion, and a dead end.
To shake oneself loose from an ideal,
to emancipate oneself from a faith,
painful and slow,
more slowly than coming to serve it in the first place.
Victory’s a very different shape
from the expected or foreseen.
I imagined victory would confer renewal,
reconstruction and freedom, on everyone alike…
… a brotherhood of Ideologues.
A whole new way of life,
begun in the vaults of the cults
of The Great Leader, and Our Leader.
7.
It all turned out otherwise,
the exact opposite.
the debasement, the betrayal of an idea
and of oneself
began first with them,
and only with them.
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They held absolute power
during the looting of villas and riches,
destruction of personal property,
fabrication of charges against the proprietors,
charges of collaboration with the enemy…
The socialization of the capitalists' mode of production,
the basis of power.
The only way to construct a classless society.
Plague of thoughts: having to devise false, shameful reasons.
Justice and truth, no matter how savage,
should be unmarred, unclouded.
Absolute power that victory hatched
transformed Our Leader into a cult
mutating revolution
into a power-grasping bureaucratic movement,
as the New State
resembled more and more an absolutist police state.
Our Leader was nothing without terror,
and monopoly,
subjugating Party and State
to his absolutist rule
while eliminating revolutionaries
by fair means or foul.
A little Great Leader, more temperate,
in a non-imperialistic country!?!
Power, first flourishing under revolution,
consolidated into limitless terror
fearing for its own survival,
promoting its own preservation,
supplanting a conquered, armed enemy
with a convenient, endless stream
of hypothetical, potential political enemies.
Intellectual life became barren and painful.
Theoretical speculation reduced to
monotonous, belaboring trivialities
and generalizations
voiced by the failed founders a century earlier.
Practice became imitation of The City.
Light and life enclosed in a crust of dogma
or muted by trumped-up claims of hostility.
I grew psychologically and mentally
disoriented,
disengaged, and unable to abandon
myself

to the Victor's prerequisites
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that came with total power.
Instead, thoughts turned to my slain sister,
my murdered father.
We were turning willy-nilly into imitators
of a foreign Father,
politically, turning into courtiers and clerks
for our ambitious master.
8.
Victory won by blood
in a civil war
is more destructive and poisonous for the Victors
than for the Vanquished
as defeat ennobles some at least of the conquered,
lifting them out of their wretched adversity,
while the Victors, almost without exception,
awash in the spoils of war, lapse into a spiritual decay,
and so no one, least of all a man of thought, ought
to take very much joy in victories like these;
and this is all the more true since it is wishful,
stupid thinking to believe that your enemy
and compatriot has been annihilated merely
because he has been beaten,
for,
just like you, the winner,
he too is a product of the same vital spirit,
the same tradition, the same national attainments,
he emerges from the same national community,
and the time will come when he will rise again,
if only as a plaintiff in the court of history
and unerring justice.
I sought to be extricated,
removed from bureaucratic reality gone stale.
I was disintegrating,
Until
there
began
an underground dialogue,
critical, questioning observations,
disagreement with The City…
I was not alone!
First began "military assistance"
with "Political Intelligence" organs
imposing control over our Party,
bickering and squabbling with political police,
trying to gain power over the Media
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which… I was in charge of…
I kept my remarks subdued and indirect,
buried in the tightest circles.
Debate deep into the night
trying to understand the metamorphosis
of The City’s deviation into Imperialism.
Fresh, consistent dogmatism
ossified into utilitarian dogma.
Dogmatism, once a real path is found,
is extremely pragmatic
and effective, as if the plated helmets protecting us
were instead bursting inside our very skulls.
Although bureaucratization advanced,
the flame of an ideal still burned brightly,
a patriotic, revolutionary ecstasy in our leaders.
As for the people – they caught their collective breath
with enthusiasm
when the confrontation broke into the open…
The next year, International Ideologues met in Our City,
a regional convention.
We were anathematized by The City
as anti-Ideologues for our national sins and errors.
This rift freed my independence and self-sufficiency –
Intellectual at first, then, emotional and private.
Slow to mature, perfectly sure.
If not for being in that heated Inner Circle,
I’d have been arrested, proclaimed a traitor,
a deserter from the cause of the Ideal.
All the sluices opened up,
all my suppressed, critical ideas gushed
forth unbridled and aimed at
The Great Leader and The City;
but also, indirectly and silently,
at our national reality.
Although felt and thought by many,
the top leaders were not happy
with my newfangled Djilasisms.
Even dogma can be creative, once ritualized.
The faith of officials can be shattered
by more persuasive, more logical dogma
– a faith still more redemptive.
I plunged for a road sign into The Philosopher
for an explanation
of The City’s conversion
to State Capitalism.
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Self-management was a
utopia-come-cushioned-dictatorship
of the proletariat,
the totalitarian power of the Party bureaucracy.
No final truths I found in The Philosopher,
nor originality.
His were borrowed
from German and European classics;
Not yet dismissing him as a “scientist”,
first rate economist and philosopher
Years of meditation would be required for that,
spent with the free choice of which two bars
to put my arms through...
9.
If national policy
of a great and mighty people
wishes to play a creative role,
inescapably, it must stand alone spiritually,
intellectually and programmatically;
must be in character when it collaborates with others;
distinctive and original
when it unwillingly bends the knee before them.
No one’s ideas and ideologies are uniquely one’s own.
If and where they exist, they must raise
their own voices
and spring from their own roots.
Yes, yes! They must emerge from their very own fountainheads!
And if this be not so, then such ideas
and ideologies and indeed the whole national policy
is but a naked imitation,
and either it must change
or the ideas and ideologies must be replaced.
The same holds true for the individual,
if he wishes to be creative,
and I was capable of being creative to the end,
in fact had to create in order to become a whole being,
free and unrestricted in thought and deed throughout all
hesitancies and twistings and turnings.
This I came to recognize only when I found myself
alone,
alone with my wife Stefaniya and our son.
For it was only then that I discovered
how self-sufficiency and solitude are intertwined.
Or, differently, I was on the way to becoming
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my own man. Alone.
But, this was something that did not come to pass
all of a sudden,
only gradually,
at intervals…
something I became fully aware of
only after parting company with The Great Leader and
the system borrowed from The City,
with all the disgrace and risk
that action brought down upon my head, and
only after parting company with companions
whose enterprises, whose thoughts - whose bread! - I had shared
for years…
All so as to finally become what I am,
to belong to a spiritual world of my own,
hounded and cursed by those very comrades
with whom I had shared all I had ever owned
up ‘til then,
all that I was,
all I believed in.
Exposed to risk,
risk both unpredictable and fatal,
risking even that which I had no right to risk:
my family, my wife and children:
my son and daughter.
Without sacrifice and damnation, mild or harsh,
depending on the circumstances,
no one is or can be even tolerably
independent and creative in a human world where
nothing is so odious as authentic independence and creativity.
10.
The parting occurred gradually,
almost unnoticeably, particularly to me.
My criticism of The City
bore on our national political and economic systems.
I kept out of sight,
though noticed by democratic comrades,
this steadily intensified until
The Great Leader’s death.
Then my criticism,
caustic and ever more pointed,
began to disturb the
ideologues of Our Leader’s philosophy.
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The following Summer,
the Central Committee
stopped our modest liberalization.
Criticism was to be toned down.
I was entrusted as President
of the Federal Legislature,
tasked with suppressing evidence,
choking off free expression.
No devotee of titles, they disgusted me,
I was not able to cease and desist.
I was being carried
along by ideals stronger than my still wobbly will
and unripened thoughts,
something that did not shrink from the prospect of death.
With the expectation of ostracism,
humiliation and prison,
of my young wife’s suffering
and that of my newborn son, my daughter.
I–
Man is enthralled to his own work,
to his creative work,
to the extent that it is his own
and that he believes it to be original.
We were faced with a choice,
not of policy, but rather inner consistency:
to move boldly toward democracy
or to turn back into totalitarianism
and the cult of a Leader.
Either rot in sly pretense
awaiting the Leader's demise,
or affirm our conviction
and our new faith.
Be true to ourselves.
I resolved to proceed, mild and confined to generalities.
The clarity and concreteness
left no doubt, and like bricks to a maurer,
the laid nascent contours
of my future were noticeably present.
11.
I had seen the futility of popularizing ideology.
The sole path lay in criticism
from within.
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A plenary session of the Central Committee
– slander, lies and threats –
determined that my erroneous conceptions
failed to serve as the basis
for any discussion.
The manner in which the orchestra was conducted:
fabrication of guilt,
humiliation,
groundless ferreting out.
Halfheartedly and unconvincingly,
I acknowledged my errors...
Such is the lot of all true believers
before detaching themselves from their faith
for good.
I was branded,
and they each in turn voiced their opposition
to a revisionist, a flag-bearer
of counterrevolution, a factionalist, and a Bernsteinist.
Total ostracism began at once, automatically, for
those who had maintained
the essential difference from The Great Leader,
having one ear cocked
to the outer world;
incapable of resorting
to the savage methods
of maintaining essentially dictatorial power;
incapable of clipping the wings
of any and all criticism;
of settling accounts with faultfinders.
The problem
lay not with the Party members,
but with the Ideology:
From the Ideology there is no exit,
Therefore, a critical judgment,
if it is to be honest,
must find fault with the
very idea itself.
My thoughts
finally thought through
and shaped into a book
that would be published abroad.
This had to be, under the ideology in power…
The ideology in power
evolved into a monopolistic furnace:
Ideologues closed into a ‘social layer’,
The social layer
into a new Class which must be preserved.
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Ideologues create not a classless society,
but the reverse – their own class society,
the Vanguard party-class.
I shillyshallied and wobbled,
imagining going mad,
seeking topics and retorts,
finding them, constructing them.
All is of value once created
- created of obstinate, convoluted meditation and brought to completion as a personal drama.
Creation is the joy of suffering conscious of itself.
12.
“Jail is a strange house” goes the Serbian song.
What is so for everyone
is particularly so for the prisoner
of conscience,
the person who resists morally.
Whether his personality will break
or whether he will master himself,
this oscillation either breaks the will
or strengthens it, daily, hourly.
Nights are filled with nightmares,
days with crazed confusion.
Savage, irrational thirst for life
followed by
tranquilizing faith and pride.
At the victorious conclusion,
you leave yourself out of history,
you deny life its syndication of fate,
turn your back on any life beyond your own ideas,
your own beliefs,
your own inner world.
Ideologues are the last to learn
ideology obscures truth.
History vanishes.
There remains only the person.
“There is no system without fault, no perfect world. Perfection, to the degree it
exists at all, is only to be found in our unperfect selves.”
- Milovan Djilas (1911-1995)
Stalin, Tito, Edvard Kardelj, Miroslav Krleza, Sava Kovacevic – participants all.
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Anarchy as a form of governance. I am grateful as well for Paki Wright and Peter
Gyallay-Pap for their participation in conceiving and drafting governing documents
for such a community.
Articles by Troy Southgate from 2018 through 2020 contain seeds which bloomed into
several of the early pieces in this book.
Children’s Games owes its title and opening line to a poem by James Kavanaugh.
1 - Excerpts from National-Anarchist Movement manifesto by Troy Southgate, edited
by J. L. W.
Baking Krumpets was inspired by Zoe Baker’s Before Black Flame: A History of
Historicists Accounts of Anarchism.
The Two Sisters and The Three Wolves is distilled from John Kaminski’s What
is Anarchy?
The Loss of Illusions began as notes on the writings of Milovan Djilas. It evolved
over several years into its present form.

